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Firmware/hardware internship sports tech startup



Join Vokalo, a sports audio tech startup in Aarhus trusted by international top clubs, to develop 
next-gen sports tech products and get a once in a lifetime experience




Who are we?

We are a passionate team with a lot of experience in entrepreneurship, elitesport, and firmware/
hardware development… And we simply love sports and technology!



We capture and analyze in-game sports communication, providing sports teams with insights they 
haven't had before while bringing fans closer to the game. We are seeking a highly motivated intern 
to join our team and play a key role in the development of our next-generation sports tech product.



Who are we looking for?

If you are passionate about developing next-gen tech products and the startup spirit, we want you. 
You enjoy victories and share high-fives when we reach milestones, when we have good customer 
experiences or when a colleague gets an awesome idea.



We've got exciting challenges and solid tech support in various work areas like

 Firmware development (C++ & Python
 Audio algoritms
 Production bring up and test



What do you get?

You’ll join a cool sports tech startup with a one-of-a-kind product used by international top football 
clubs. You'll help shape our product and be a big part of our journey. Our office is at Ceres Park  in 
Aarhus - nice central spot! It's a full-time unpaid internship, where you'll gain a unique experience 
and learn from highly skilled and awesome colleagues. Sounds good, right?



Would you like to be a part of Vokalo?

If you are a passionate and adventurous individual who is keen to push the boundaries of technology 
in the sports world, then we would love to connect with you.



The applications are treated on an ongoing basis. The internship period will be agreed individually 
but is expected to run from August 2024 to December 2024. 

If you have questions regarding the position are you welcome to contact our CEO Jens Knudsen, 
jens@vokalo.io



